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STORY OVERVIEW
Project Name: Genre(s):

Age Level: Target Length:

POINT OF VIEW
First Person Second Person Third Person

(Single/Multiple Perspectives)

● One person telling the
story

● First person pronouns
like “I”

● Narrator speaking
directly to reader

● Uses pronouns like
“you”

Omniscient Limited

● Narrator knows
everything

● Narrator sticks close to
one character at a time

Read more here: Complete Guide to Different Types of Point of View (With Examples)

For the following sections, jot down all of your ideas below - they don’t have to be perfect. Just put
them down so you can choose which ones you wish to use later on.

NOTES:
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https://www.masterclass.com/articles/complete-guide-to-point-of-view-in-writing-definitions-and-examples#what-is-narrative-point-of-view
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STEP 1: CONFLICT

Overall Conflict:

Why does this conflict exist?

How will the conflict be solved?

Who does this conflict affect?
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STEP 2: SETTING & WORLD

My story is set:
❏ In real life
❏ In a made up world

Physical description of the setting:

Include weather, possible locations within the setting, types of buildings, etc.

Unique characteristics of the setting:

How society works:
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Other:

STEP 3: CHARACTERS

Protagonists
Name, Age Physical Description Unique Quirks Description
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Antagonists
Name, Age Physical Description Unique Quirks Description
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Supporting Characters
Name, Age Physical Description Unique Quirks Description
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THE MAIN CHARACTER
(Developed from the NaNaWriMo Prep Guide)

What does your main character want more than anything in the world?

What do they need to grow as a person (not necessarily the same thing as what they want)?

What major flaws (internal problems) and obstacles (external problems) will stand in their way?
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THE ANTAGONIST (physical)

What do they do?

What is the antagonist driven by?

Any likeable traits?
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THE ANTAGONIST (abstract)

What is your abstract antagonist? Is it a disease like cancer, poverty, or something like grief?

How is this antagonist affecting the protagonist?

How does this antagonist affect others in your story?
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STEP 4: WRITING ROUGH SCENES

Use index cards, a notebook, or this chart to jot down scene ideas. Close your eyes and start imagining
your way through your story as if you were reading it or watching it play out. Jot down every single scene
that comes to you using just a few words. Take different paths on purpose to see what happens and
write down scene ideas even if they contradict each other. Do this until you’ve thought through and
collected around 50-100 scene ideas (depending on the length of your story).

MEGA BRAINSTORM OF SCENE IDEAS (UNORDERED)
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Sort your ideas roughly into beginning, middle, or end. Don’t throw away any scene ideas - add them to a
group named “other” or “maybe not”.

BEGINNING   (ACT I) MIDDLE   (ACT II) END   (ACT III)
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STEP 5: SCENE PLOTTING

There are many different plot structures to follow in order to write a story. We will be using the Save the
Cat! Beat Sheet developed by Black Snyder which breaks down the three-act structure into small,
specific sections. The exact word count/page count of each section depends on how long your story is
and what type of story you’re telling but you can use the percentages included as a rough guide.

ACT I:

Opening Image (0-1%) - Show a “before” snapshot of your protagonist and their world. What is life like
before the adventure begins?

Set Up (1-10%) - Keep showing that ordinary “before” world. Explore your protagonist’s life, including
the internal flaws and external challenges they’ll have to overcome in order to change for the better
by the end of the story. Also introduce important supporting characters.

Theme Stated (happens during the Set-Up) - Somewhere in your set-up, include a scene where a
character says something that hints at what the protagonist’s big life lesson will be - how they’ll have
to change and grow by the end of the story. The protagonist won’t understand the lesson until later.
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Catalyst (10%) - This is when life-as-they-know-it changes forever! There’s no going back to the
“before” world from here...What is the inciting incident that pushes the protagonist into the next
phase of the story?

Debate (11-20%) - But change is scary! Show the protagonist questioning themselves and resisting
the path ahead, wondering whether they have what it takes or whether they should just run home and
hide. This is their last chance to chicken out. “Should I just…?” “I can’t because…” “But what about…”
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ACT II:

Break Into Two (20%) - Your protagonist answers the call! They make the choice to begin their
adventure/transformation/journal/new thing. Show your protagonist deciding to plunge into Act 2.

The Promise Of The Premise/Fun & Games  (21-50%) - This is when the reader thinks “ah, now we’re
getting to the good stuff they hinted at on the back cover of this book!” It’s also one of the longest
sections in your book. Show your protagonist getting used to their new world - loving it, hating it,
making mistakes or doing well, meeting new people and keeping the reader entertained.

B Story (happens during The Promise Of The Premise) - Introduce a new character or characters
who will eventually help the protagonist learn their life lesson. Friends? Mentors? Love interests?
Nemeses? Who are they? How will they help?
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Midpoint (50%) - This moment is when everything seems “great” or everything seems “awful”,
depending on your story. Either the Fun & Games section has led to a false victory for your
protagonist (they think they’ve been doing great so far) or a false defeat (they’ve been having a hard
time so far). What happens in this moment, halfway between beginning and end?

Bad Guys Close In (51-75%) - Get ready for a bumpy ride. If your Midpoint was a false victory, now
things start to go wrong for your protagonist. If the Midpoint was a false defeat, well, things seem to
be looking up, but the bad guys are getting closer and will have something to say. Note: Bad guys can
be actual physical enemies, but they can also be emotional enemies, like doubt or jealousy or fear.
Show the protagonist’s newly-built world beginning to unravel. (This will be one of the longer sections
in your novel).

All Is Lost (75%) - This is when something happens to make your character hit rock bottom. It’s the
absolute lowest part of your novel. Maybe someone or something dies (either literally or figuratively).
What does this moment look like for your protagonist?
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Dark Night Of The Soul (76-80%) - Your protagonist now has time to react to their “All Is Lost”
moment, to mourn what they lost and wallow in hopelessness. Yeah, it’s not pretty. They’re worse off
than they were at the beginning of the novel. Show how low things have gotten.
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ACT III:

Break Into Three (80%) - The “aha!” moment; the “lift yourself up and try again” moment. Show the
protagonist realizing what they need to do in order to tackle their problems, both externally and
internally.

Finale (81-99%) - The protagonist does what they decided to do in the Break Into Three beat and
(because of all the learning/growing they’ve done and the support or insight from the B Story), their
plan works! The antagonists are defeated, the world is changed for the better. What are the battles?
How will the protagonist triumph (or not)? This is another longer section so you’ve got the space to
make things dramatic and intense!

Final Image (99-100%) - This is the opposite of the Opening Image, the “after” snapshot instead of the
“before”. Show the reader how the protagonist and their world have changed!
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